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QUESTION 1

Rhett, a security professional at an organization, was instructed to deploy an IDS solution on their corporate network to
defend against evolving threats. For this purpose, Rhett selected an IDS solution that first creates models for possible
intrusions and then compares these models with incoming events to make detection decisions. 

Identify the detection method employed by the IDS solution in the above scenario. 

A. Not-use detection 

B. Protocol anomaly detection 

C. Anomaly detection 

D. Signature recognition 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Matias, a network security administrator at an organization, was tasked with the implementation of secure wireless
network encryption for their network. For this purpose, Matias employed a security solution that uses 256-bit
Galois/Counter Mode Protocol (GCMP-256) to maintain the authenticity and confidentiality of data. 

Identify the type of wireless encryption used by the security solution employed by Matias in the above scenario. 

A. WPA2 encryption 

B. WPA3 encryption 

C. WEP encryption 

D. WPA encryption 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An MNC hired Brandon, a network defender, to establish secured VPN communication between the company\\'s remote
offices. For this purpose, Brandon employed a VPN topology where all the remote offices communicate with the
corporate office but communication between the remote offices is denied. 

Identify the VPN topology employed by Brandon in the above scenario. 

A. Point-to-Point VPN topology 

B. Star topology 

C. Hub-and-Spoke VPN topology 

D. Full-mesh VPN topology 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Initiate an SSH Connection to a machine that has SSH enabled in the network. After connecting to the machine find the
file flag.txt and choose the content hidden in the file. Credentials for SSH login are provided below: 

Hint: 

Username: sam 

Password: admin@l23 

A. sam@bob 

B. bob2@sam 

C. bob@sam 

D. sam2@bob 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A text file containing sensitive information about the organization has been leaked and modified to bring down the
reputation of the organization. As a safety measure, the organization did contain the MD5 hash of the original file. The
file which has been leaked is retained for examining the integrity. A file named "Sensitiveinfo.txt" along with
OriginalFileHash.txt has been stored in a folder named Hash in Documents of Attacker Machine-1. Compare the hash
value of the original file with the leaked file and state whether the file has been modified or not by selecting yes or no. 

A. No 

B. Yes 

Correct Answer: B 
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